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Quick Introduction
 Own Swan Mountain Group, just completed gifting
 CPA for 25 years, consulting for 40 years
 Have advised on over 300 buy/sell transactions in last

27 years
 Currently consult on buy/sell of businesses, transition
planning, strategic planning, succession planning and
business process improvement (BPI)

What Was the Impact of Covid-19?

Some Key Definitions
 Terminology in strategy often gets mixed up
 Not a tactic, a goal or an objective, although many of
these items make up a strategy
 Not operational effectiveness although it’s necessary but
not sufficient
 My Favorite Definitions:
 Strategy is the process of profitably matching internal
resources with constantly changing external demands
 Strategy is building long-term sustainable competitive
advantage

Key Aspects of a Good Strategy
 A company can outperform competitors only if it can

establish a difference that it can preserve
 Essence of strategy is choosing to perform activities
differently than rivals do
 Sustainable strategic position requires trade-offs; the
need for choice and purposefully limit what a company
offers
 Fit drives both competitive advantage and
sustainability and locks out imitators by creating a
chain that is as strong as its weakest link

Key Aspects of a Good Strategy
 Strategy balances the internal

and external
 Strategy is neither war or peace
 Cooperation is necessary for

creating the pie
 Competition is fundamental for
dividing the pie

 Strategy is about understanding

the environment as well as
shaping it

Five Iron Clad Laws of Strategy
 History drives strategy
 History of the company, and more specifically what
makes it great provides the key to what it can do in the
future
 Diversification = Risk
 Risk can be measured by how well the new opportunity
matches with the existing strengths of the organization
 Focus = Power
 The specializer, by offering a limited number of services,
always has an advantage over the broad line provider

Five Iron Clad Laws of Strategy
 Innovation = Uncertainty
 Innovations are always unpredictable. Yet the risk can
be measured by noting how far the company must
venture outside its strengths to develop the innovation
 Growth Will End
 Growth in any single service or market will always cease

Where Are You in Life Cycle?

What is Your Strategy?
Begin with the end in mind:
 Build Value
 Grow market share and expand
 Reinvestment required
 Takes cash
 Many tactics available

 Stabilize
 Generate cash and limit investment
 Disciplined about expenses
 Focus is on operational effectiveness
 Not sustainable for too long in a competitive market

What is Your Strategy?
 Hobby or Lifestyle
 Not looking to win or lose,
just want to enjoy
 How deep are your pockets?
 Exit
 What is the time horizon?
 Who will take you out?




Keep it in the family
Key employees
Third party: competitor, new entrant; customer

Surviving & Thriving
 Changes in external factors bring about key critical

decision points:

 Do we just get out now, can we?
 Is now the time to make our growth move?
 Can we make it on what we project to do and what

changes will we have to make?
 What opportunities have surfaced as a result of change?

Surviving & Thriving
 If you are just trying to survive, do you have a plan

mapped out?

 How do we increase revenue without additional costs?
 What expenses can we eliminate?
 If it doesn’t generate business, serve a customer better then
the competition or is core to safety then it must go
 Can we do more with less
 Is it time for you to re-engage ?
 Please download “Top 50 Ways To Cut Expenses” at our
Virtual Booth
 Renegotiate all long term contracts and debts, but do it

smartly

Surviving & Thriving
 Have you done your math lately?
 Astonishing how few operators really know what they
need to survive
 Use projections, even if they are simple, they work
 You must have some goals to achieve and a budget to
hold yourself and others to
 Put a time-line on your recovery and survival plan
 Is early exit an option? Look around to see if the

enterprise is a greater value to someone else right now

Surviving & Thriving

 If you have some resources, is now the

time to make your move?

 Remember diversification = risk, and focus

= power
 Expansion should take advantage of:






The ability to expand market share profitably
The opportunity to remove a competitor and
create anti-dilution
Existing capital, resource or management
capacity that you might have
The potential to get something for a good price
If adding on, it better aid in the creation of
sustainable value

Surviving & Thriving
 Investments can either be for

the company, or as a move on
diversification to compliment
your exit strategy
 Now more then ever is a good
time to check in with all the
stakeholders, they key question:
Are we all on board with this
strategy?
 Sounds cruel, but do you have a
plan B in case this doesn’t fly?

Ain’t Banking Fun?
 Banking since the Great Recession has materially

changed, no longer a source of capital or expansion
unless you are sitting on a lot of cash.
 My guess, your current bank is getting some pressure
from somewhere. Regulators are constantly stepping
in, oversight will likely heat up post election and
metrics are getting tougher.
 Keeping a good relationship with your bank is vital to
developing long-term sustainable competitive
advantage

Ain’t Banking Fun?
Understand one important thing about strategy and
your banking relationship:
What you want to do for growth or exit strategy or tax
management are almost always at odds with what your
banker wants to see you do for being a good credit
So…
You need to manage this relationship just like you
would your most important customer

What Bankers Want (Need)
 Timely and accurate financials

statements
 Additional communication that you
understand and manage operations
working off of real time data and adjust
your business decisions accordingly
 Prepare and adhere to budgets
 Observe that your behavior is in the
best interest of the company as a stand
alone, and not simply a vehicle of
meeting your wants and needs

What Opportunities Might Exist?
 Great people become available

when competitors struggle
 There are some super deals out
there on the tools of the trade
 You might consider liquidating
unused assets and inventory to
generate cash – Craigslist,
Facebook Marketplace and EBay
really work
 Look for new contracts under the
stimulus, use your work force in
innovating ways doing contracts or
one-off projects

What Opportunities Might Exist?
 Take a fresh look at how you market
 The cutback we did during Pandemic
proved maybe we don’t need some of the
stuff we used to do
 Is any non digital advertising necessary
anymore?
 Consider reach-out campaigns to
previous customers, offer customer
loyalty and appreciation discounts to
bring them back
 If you do keep some, scrutinize your
print advertising and approaches, is it
time to create a “fresh” look or appeal

What Opportunities Might Exist?
 Take a fresh look at how you market-continued
 What’s hot? Green, eco-tourism, packaged vacation
solutions, post Covid customization  Are you on
board?
 If you are you on all of the social networks, e.g.
Facebook, Linked-In, Instagram, YouTube, etc., should
you be? Are they really paying off? This was the wave,
but what really is working?
 Can you partner with other service providers or
innkeepers?
 Are you availing yourself of all local, state and regional
tourist organizations?

What Opportunities Might Exist?
 Merger or Acquisition
 Are you stronger combined that
competing?
 Anyone looking to get out fast?
 When evaluating acquisitions:





Horizontal vs. Vertical
Can you reduce cost, e.g. major
supplier, make versus buy
Cost vs. benefit analysis is critical
Take into account other major
regulatory and external issues, e.g.
USFS permits, life on contracts, etc.

What Tactics Should We Employ?
 Do the Analysis
 How attractive is my industry?




How is the industry configured?
What are the key drivers of change
Can we predict structural change?

 Indentify your Strategy!





Do I have a clear competitive advantage
and is it sustainable?
Can I put it in one sentence?
Is it consistent, is there a vision,
resources, risk?

What Tactics Should We Employ?
 Do the Analysis – continued
 How well am I positioned vs. my competitors?
 Does my position fit the industry structure?
 What are my unique resources, competencies?
 Are we premium priced/differentiation or low-cost?

What Tactics Should We Employ?
 Generate Strategic Options
 What are your options?
 Consider all possible strategies
 Present clear vision that revolves around your
competitive advantages
 Which Options will improve and sustain my

company’s position?
 Can I change the game?
 Can I chose my competitors/compliments?
 Can I alter my relative position?

What Tactics Should We Employ?
 Test the Strategic Options
 How will competitors, suppliers, complementors,
customers respond?
 Can Competitors be frozen?
 Are competitors threatened?
 Check For Sustainability
 Decide & Implement

Some Operational Tasks to Consider

 Tax strategy requires some analysis

given Biden policy components:
 Capital Gains
 Gift & Estate Tax

 PPP Forgiveness impacts  when?

 Wages and Competition for talent
 Residual Covid-19 impacts on

operations
 Insurance negotiations
 Shoring up risk management

Some Parting Thoughts
 Be Unique
 “Me-Too” strategies rarely
work
 Create Value


Do more than provide a product
or service, provide an experience

 Communicate Value
 Value not perceived is irrelevant
 Keep Moving
 Sitting ducks are usually picked
off

Some Parting Thoughts

 What makes a great company?
 Great companies have a vision on how to compete
 Great companies exploit clear competitive advantage
 Great companies create real customer value
 Great companies influence the environment
 Mediocrity results from inconsistency, being unwilling
to chose your focus, and failure to understand
competition and complements

Q&A

We Come Bearing Gifts!

 Please visit Swan Mountain Consulting

Group Virtual Booth, free to download:
 20 Dos and Don’ts for Family Businesses
 25 ways to cut prevent or detect employee theft
 50 Ways to Cut Expenses in an ORC
 Common Pitfalls and Dos and Don’ts When

Buying-Selling an Outdoor Recreation
Company
 Feasibility & Expansion
 ORC Risk Management Thoroughness
Assessment Questionnaire

Contact Us
 Leave a business card at Swan Mountain Consulting

Group Virtual Booth
 Email pat.tabor@swanmountainoutfitters.com
 Call or Text 406-249-1401

Thank you for attending!
PLEASE FILL OUT A
SURVEY FOR THIS
SESSION

